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Looking for tons of laughs and an interactive way to engage your kids and the whole family?

Then keep reading…!This book is packed with hilarious "would you rather" questions, intriguing

scenarios, and fun illustrations on every page! Kids love "Would You Rather" questions

because they appeal to their sense of adventure and are silly.“Would You Rather…” is a fun

and thought-provoking conversation game where you and other players have to pick between

two equally hilarious and hilarious situations that you would never be faced with in real life and

that each person might give a different answer to. It is an amazing way to a conversation

started in a fun and interesting way. It is also easy to get into some amazing conversations by

just asking “why” after a “Would you rather question”. Great for ages 6-12 years old and we

promise that adults will enjoy them as much as their kids will! With this book you will keep your

kids and their friends busy and entertained for hours!>>>>100% kid appropriate

material<<<< 'Would Your Rather Book For Kids 6-12 Years Old offers an experience that you

and your children will absolutely enjoy:&� A variety of situations such as: ridiculous and hilarious,

exciting and daydream-worthy, thought-provoking, food choices and more!&� Funny and cute

illustrations on every page to add to the fun!&�Great for getting fun conversation started at the

dinner table!&� Hours of clean and family-friendly humor&� Engaging and conversation ice breakers!

&� A matte cover and sleek size to easily slip into a purse or backpack&� A cute book that makes a

perfect gift for anyone equipped with a sense of humor&� No winners and no losers — this is a

game book everyone will enjoy!Game for BoysGame for GirlsGame for KidsGame for

TeensCompletely Outrageous Scenarios for Boys, GirlDon't Laugh ChallengeFunny Jokes For

Funny KidsAwesome Jokes for Kidsknock knock jokesHundreds of really funnyrib

ticklersQuestion GameJoke Book For Kids Series All Ages 6-12Let's Laughmind-stretching

puzzlesQ & A Jokesside splittersSilly Joke Book Gift IdeasSilly One-Liners, Knock Knock

Jokes, and More for Boys and Girls Age ElevenThe LOL Interactive Joke Book Contest Game

for Boys and GirlsTongue TwistersWhat A Great Gift!Let’s get the family fun started, click “add

to cart” and to get your book instantly!This is the 2° book in Gift Idea series



ContentsWelcomeA free gift for youWould You RatherWelcomeWelcome to the best book…

you are reading right now!The object you hold in your hands is not just a book.This is a journey

into your mind.You will be amused with lots of funny jokes, quizzes, and puzzles.A free gift for

youI will give you a free gift NOW, from my personal library.A bunch of quick and idiotic jokes,

just to keep warm.WARNING!Please, Be careful reading this book.It can make your head

explode, literally.I won't be responsible if your brain hurts you.Every single synapse in your

head will want to stop you.And you will want to go ahead and read again, page after page.The

only suggestion I can give you is to review this 5-star book as soon as possible, to try to keep

your mind free from any disease.Now it's time to enter the world of jokes.Fasten your belts to

your brain.Get ready for everything you could find on the next page!Are you ready for the

nextQUESTION?With thieves I consort, With the Vilest, in short, I'm quite at ease in depravity,

Yet all divines use me, And savants can't lose me, For I am the century of gravity.When you

think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the

question on the previous page is ...VIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you

ready for the nextQUESTION?I move without wings, Between silken string, I leave as you find,

My substance behind.When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the

answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...SpiderIf you still want to have

fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?What flies forever, Rests

never?When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe

ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...WindIf you still want to have fun, then flip

this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?I appear in the morning. But am always

there. You can never see me. Though I am everywhere. By night I am gone, though I

sometimes never was. Nothing can defeat me. But I am easily gone.When you think you have

found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the

previous page is ...SunlightIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for

the nextQUESTION?I crawl on the earth. And rise on a pillar.When you think you have found

the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous

page is ...ShadowIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the

nextQUESTION?They are many and one, they wave and they drum, Used to cover a state,

they go with you everywhere.When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go

to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...HandsIf you still want to

have fun, then flip this page nowWhat must be in the oven yet can not be baked? Grows in the

heat yet shuns the light of day? What sinks in water but rises with air? Looks like skin but is

fine as hair?When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe

ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...YeastIf you still want to have fun, then flip

this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?I have holes on the top and bottom. I have

holes on my left and on my right. And I have holes in the middle, Yet I still hold water.When you

think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answer

WARNING!Please, Be careful reading this book.It can make your head explode, literally.I won't

be responsible if your brain hurts you.Every single synapse in your head will want to stop

you.And you will want to go ahead and read again, page after page.The only suggestion I can

give you is to review this 5-star book as soon as possible, to try to keep your mind free from

any disease.Now it's time to enter the world of jokes.Fasten your belts to your brain.Get ready

for everything you could find on the next page!Are you ready for the nextQUESTION?With



thieves I consort, With the Vilest, in short, I'm quite at ease in depravity, Yet all divines use me,

And savants can't lose me, For I am the century of gravity.When you think you have found the

solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page

is ...VIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?

I move without wings, Between silken string, I leave as you find, My substance behind.When

you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the

question on the previous page is ...SpiderIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page

nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?What flies forever, Rests never?When you think you

have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the

previous page is ...WindIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for

the nextQUESTION?I appear in the morning. But am always there. You can never see me.

Though I am everywhere. By night I am gone, though I sometimes never was. Nothing can

defeat me. But I am easily gone.When you think you have found the solution flip the page and

go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...SunlightIf you still

want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?I crawl on the

earth. And rise on a pillar.When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to

the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...ShadowIf you still want to

have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?They are many and

one, they wave and they drum, Used to cover a state, they go with you everywhere.When you

think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the

question on the previous page is ...HandsIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page

nowWhat must be in the oven yet can not be baked? Grows in the heat yet shuns the light of

day? What sinks in water but rises with air? Looks like skin but is fine as hair?When you think

you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question

on the previous page is ...YeastIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you

ready for the nextQUESTION?I have holes on the top and bottom. I have holes on my left and

on my right. And I have holes in the middle, Yet I still hold water.When you think you have found

the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous

page is ...SpongeIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the

nextQUESTION?What can be swallowed, But can also swallow you?When you think you have

found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the

previous page is ...PrideIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for

the nextQUESTION?You get many of me, but never enough. After the last one, your life soon

will snuff. You may have one of me but one day a year, When the last one is gone, your life

disappears.When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe

ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...BirthdayIf you still want to have fun, then

flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?I run around the city, but I never

move.When you think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe

ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...WallIf you still want to have fun, then flip

this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?As a whole, I am both safe and secure.

Behead me, I become a place of meeting. Behead me again, I am the partner of ready. Restore

me, I become the domain of beasts.When you think you have found the solution flip the page

and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...StableIf you still

want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?Two horses,

swiftest traveling, harnessed in a pair, and grazing ever in places. Distant from them.When you

think you have found the solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the

question on the previous page is ...EyesIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre



you ready for the nextQUESTION?At the sound of me, men may dream. Or stamp their feet. At

the sound of me, women may laugh. Or sometimes weep.When you think you have found the

solution flip the page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page

is ...MusicIf you still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the

nextQUESTION?To unravel me you need a simple key, no key that was made by locksmith's

hand. But a key that only I will understand.When you think you have found the solution flip the

page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...RiddleIf you

still want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?Long and

think, red within, with a nail at the end.When you think you have found the solution flip the page

and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...FingerIf you still

want to have fun, then flip this page nowAre you ready for the nextQUESTION?I'm sometimes

white and always wrong. I can break a heart and hurt the strong. I can build love or tear it

down. I can make a smile or bring a frown.When you think you have found the solution flip the

page and go to the answerThe ANSWER to the question on the previous page is ...Lie
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